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Hikes and ·cuts devastate
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ay 'bon
' to summer plans and prepare
to log more hours
working to pay for the newly instated 1.0 percent tuition fee increase.
· With a vote of 15 to 3, ilif·csu
Board
' of
I
Trustees voted
to raise student
fees again. The
approved
tuition increase
comes in response
to
Gov.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger's $386 million
proposed budget cuts for the CSU
system.
The CSU Board of Trustees
met May 14 to discuss the undergraduate students' $276 fee increase that will become effective
for the 2008-2009 school year.

,

According to the CSU, the tuition increase would generate $110
million in revenue.
The tuition increase affects undergraduate students, teacher's credential students and graduate
students.
Teacher's credential student
fees will increase by $324 and graduate student fees by $342.
Lower
income students
are
exempt
from the tuition
fee increase.

Tuition will
-increase 10 percent
come fa ll.

Despite Gov. Scbwarzenegger's budget revision, student tuition fees will increase 10 percent and will affect part-time employees like Kevin Drews (Melina Perez/Chronicle).
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dents across the
Cal State system may fmd jt difficult to cope with elevated costs.
"My dad's income is too high
tor me to quality for financial aid,".
21-year-old CSUSB student Brittany Belger said, "The middle class
is going to be affected the most."
An estimated $36 million in fiContinued on Pg. 2
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Gover'nor eases burden
Shantal Anderson
Staff Writer
· .• G o v. Schwarzenegger's
·.
revised budget marks
an attempt to appease
angry students by reducing the cuts
to education.
The system is still short $288
million in funding, including $114
million in mandatory cost increases, which creates a problem
due to the lack of general funds, according to the CSU.
According to the Governor's
revised budget, the proposed
$144.3 billion state budget will
close a $15.2 billion gap by cutting
programs and selling lottery bonds
and raising state sales tax.
Among the proposed programs
to be cut will be state parks and
recreation, health services and social work.

According to Schwarzenegger's plan to sell bonds based on future lottery revenue will augment
the lottery to help pay off state
bonds. Schwarzenegger's roadblock will be the approval from voters in the November electi?ns.
His plan is seen as well fit
since the revision gives California

The CSU is sti II
short $288 million
in f unding...
schools a $1.8 billion boost.
CSU Chancellor Charles B.
Reed commended the Governor's
strong commitment to education
and the restoration of funds in his
budget revision.
Reed
also
lauded

Ex-program directo~
Ochoa-Fernandez dies
Shantal Anderson
Staff Writer

Ochoa-Fernandez
helped
found the CSUSB chapter of Phi
Beta Delta, a society for internaprofesso~
director tional scholars.
and dedicated wife
She received the Edward S.
passed away Sunday, Blankenship Award for advancing
May 11.
the cause of international education.
Newly retired,
She leaves beElsa M. Ochoa-Ferhind husband, Louis
Fernandez, provost and
nandez passed away
after being held in
vice president of Academic
Affairs
for
hospital for several
weeks due to illness.
CSUSB,
and
son
Patrick.
The
Bogota,
Her siblings reColombia
native
member her as a loving
served as director of
and devoted sister who
Cal
State
San
Bernardino's Internaencouraged and suptional Center and was · Courtesy of CSUSB ported her younger sibPublic Affairs
co-director fo.r the
lings
while
they
university's International Institute. continued their own education.
She was born in Bogota and
A memorial service took place
came to the United States to study on Friday May 16 at Our Lady of
languages at the University of Tulsa the Rosary Cathedral in San
Bernardino.
in Oklahoma.

A

I

II

•

Schwarzenegger for keeping highquality student programs and treating education as a priority.
Although.~
, Chancellor Reed
positively commented on the governor's budget revision, he remains
realistic on the matter and will wait
until the legislature and the governor adopt the final budget.
The CSU system and the Alliance for the CSU are still advocating for higher education by
collaborating with state legislators
and the governor.
Although the fmal state budget
still remains to be adopted in November, the CSU Board ofTrustees
voted to increase annual studen~
fees effective fall of the 2008-09
school year.
Tuition for undergraduate students increased $276, teacher credential students increased $324 and

Continued on Pg. 2

Prescription
problems
The ten percent fee increase will have students like Monique Sahyouni working two jobs to pay for school (Melina Perez/Chronicle).
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CSUSB teams dominate
Justin Delos Reyes
StaffWriter
SUSB's
Systems
Analysis and Model
~ United Nations teams
recently won big on behalf of Cal
State San Bernardino.

C

prize money.
"We have a great program and
a lot of talented students. I was immediately approached by one of the
judges, an industry consultant, who
wanted to know more about our
program at Cal State San
Bernardino," said Systems Analyst
coach Tony Coulson.

CSUSB 's Model UN team represented the Republic of the Philippines at the 2008 Model United
Nations competition in New York,
N.Y.
They received the highest
honor of Outstanding Delegation at
the

CSUSB Model UN represented
the Republic of the Philippines
in New York and received the
honor of Outstanding Delegation (Courtesy of csusb.edu).

competition and received the award
for Outstanding Position Paper.
Out of 290 teams, only 14
teams were recognized as an outstanding delegation.
CSUSB has won the award on

UN team have gone on to work in
politics, law, and foreign services.
The Information Technology
Competition allowed students on
the systems analysis team to show-case their knowledge for future employers. ·

racer!
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toyalty oath raises controversy
D.afne Solano
Sfajf Writer
he loyalty oath, implemented in 1952, was
California's reaction to
the Cold War witch hunt for communists worlcing in the public sec-

tOr.
: . Since the passing of the loyalty
qath, all state employees are required to sign an oath swearing to
defend both the U.S. and California

constitutions "against all enemies,
foreign and domestic."
The oath also states that the
employee must "take this obligation
freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of evasion."
At least five potential employees of the Cal State system have
had some sort of conflict with signing the oath in the past few years.
Those who chose not to sign
were either not hired or not paid for
their services as a result.

State employees are required to swear their allegiance to both the
U.S. and CA constitutions (Dafne Solano/Chronicle).

Hey!

Many find the loyalty oath a problem since they consider it an infringement
of
their
First
Amendment rights.
Neal Dach returned home in
2003 after serving four years in Iraq
as an ammunition specialist for the

deny employment to people who
are radical or pose a threat to the
norm. I can understand the concern
because ultimately, who detemtines
if you are out of line with the government?" Green said. "I don't feel
this oath violates a person's First
Amendment rights because it's only
Army.
In 2004, he converted to the Je- a requirement if they want employhovah's Witness faith which forbids ment in a state institution."
members
to
David
swear loyalty to
Chavez ,
U. ••
CSUSB student
a worldly govand employee,
ernment or to
agrees. "They
serve in its
can choose anarmed forces.
To his astonishment, choosing other occupation," said Chavez.
not to sign the loyalty oath has "There are other options in seeking
Dach working for free as a labora- employment."
When asked about the oath,
tory technician at CSUSB.
Wendy Gonaver, a Quaker . several student employees of
from Pennsylvania, was offered a CSUSB did not rememJ:>er signing
position at Cal State Fullerton the document upon being hired.
"This oath was created in a
teaching American studies.
She agreed to sign the oath if time when American values were of
she were allowed to submit her own deep importance to patriotism; its
addendum to Fullerton explaining purpose was as a civic ritual and to
forbid un-American activity in govher pacifist views.
However, Cal State's · policy ernment occupations," explained
does not allow any attachments to Green.
the oath. CSUSB Political Science
Because of the time period in
Professor William Green believes the U.S, when the loyalty oath was
there are various arguments on both ftrSt administered, it poses the question of whether it should be considsides.
"The state ·wants the right to ered outdated.

Is your favorite Coyote
graduating?
Now is the time to let everybody know how
proud you are of their accomplishments.
Purchase a 2"x 3" announcement in the
final 2008 print edition of the awardwinning Coyote Chronicle!

against all
enemies-, foreign
' and domestic.''

Call (909) 537-5815 for details.
Don't wait! The deadline is May 21.

Do you want to be par t
of an award-winning
team of writers?
~oin the

Coyote Choniclel
Register for Comm-243A

Coulson awarded for innovative teaching
Felice Deduyo
$taff Writer
r. Tony Coulson, professor of information
management
at
CSUSB, received the 2008 award
for Innovative Excellence in Teaching, Le-arning and Technology
(ICCTL) on April 16 in Jack-

sonville, FL.
Coulson was among 40 teaching facult)i across the United States
and around the world honored by
the Center for the Advancement of
Teaching and Learning for innovative contributions to teaching and
learning in higher education.
"It was a great honor to be recognized by my peers. I like to keep

my classes interesting and use
The ICCTL award was estab•
unique elements to improve learn- lished in 1988 to promote the exing outcomes," Coulson said. change of ideas to improve the
"Since becoming a business profes- · teaching and learning process
sor in information management in through innovative and effective
2001, I have always sought new uses of pedagogy and technology in
and interesting ways to stimulate higher education.
Coulson also coaches the
my students' hearts and minds. This
award was a great reward for these award winning Systems Analysis
team at CSSUSB.
efforts."

Continued:

Fees jump ~ 0 perc~nt
nancial aid money will supplement
those students most in need, according to the CSU.
Other students pursue different
routes when faced with the rising
costs.
CSUSB junior Monique Sahy-
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ouni.
Her second place of employment will be the Coyote Bookstore.
According to the CSU, tuition
fees have increased a total of seven
times within the last I 0 years for
both full-time and part-time students. California Faculty Association President Lillian Taiz
recognized the consequences of the
Board's decision.
"This means students will take
more than four years to graduate,
run up more debt and take longer to
enter the workforce where they are
needed as nurses, teachers, engi' neers, and professionals of all
kinds," Taiz said.

Continued:

Advertising Manager: Linda Sand
Advisor: Jim Smart

-

ouni will have two jobs during the
co~ing school year in order to take
care of her expenses.
Her newly appointed resident
assistant position for one of
CSUSB 's dorms covers cost of living and food, according to Sahy-

-

Moreno Valley
22620 Goldencrest Dr.
Suite 105
866-CHAPMAN
www.chapman.edu/morenovalley

Ontario
2890 Inland Empire Blvd.
Sufte 110

866-CHAPMAN
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Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.
Teacher training and credential programs ore accredited by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

graduate students increased $342.
The CSU 10 percent increase
for tuition still remains and will
generate $73 million for the CSU.
The undergraduate state university fee will go up from $2,772
to $3,048 per year.
Revenue from the fee increase
will be used to manage class sizes
and recruit knowledgeable longterm professors.
CSU fees will also continue to
be the lowest in the nation even
with the fee increase, according to
the CSU.
Students from the University
of California, CSU and the community colleges will once more rally
on May 19 to protest deep budget
cuts, fee increases, and declining
education quality at all three public
higher education systems.
Students will lobby and converse with legislators on higher education funding, according to the
California State Student Association (CSSA).
The CSU Alliance commends
all 23 campuses for demonstrating
at the state capita'! and showing
their passion for higher education
and the California's future.
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Shirts hung in remembrance
WRC raise awareness of violence againSt women
Daniel Aguilar
Staff Writer
mere shirt brought
tears to some students' eyes.
"All of these shirts are very
emotional. It made my eyes water,
especially when I saw the children
abused by their fathers," said
CSUSB student Arely Guitierrez,
one student who was emotionally
moved by the display.
The Clothesline Project (CLP)
is a program that addresses violence
against women.
CLP provides an opportunity
for women to express their emotions through a shirt. The shirt is
then hung on a clothesline as their
testimony, according to clotheslineproject.org.
The Women's Resource Center
spo11SOr1ed CLP at CSUSB

once again for one week from May
12-16. Roughly 100 shirts were on
display outside the Adult Re-Entry
Center of the Santos Manuel Student Union.
"We sponsor this event every
year to honor the survivors and victims, not to bash the men," said Dolores Montoya, graduate assistant
for the WRC. "It is a society problem that needs to be talked about
because men also go through abuse;
it's just not as common as it is for
women. We're not here to attack
but to help both men and women."
Throughout the week, thousands of students walked through
the Student Union and saw the
homemade shirts that served to represent emotions felt by both survivors and victims of abuse.
"It's really interesting, what
they have to say," said CSUSB student Jose Chaidez.
wanted to

express their emotions and this
gives them the chance to do that, to
send a message to stop all of this violence."
Chaidez circled around the
clothesline reading the different
shirts with his friend Denisse Per~z.
"This is a release of their emotions and expressions. The hurt they
went through is unimaginable,"
said Perez. "Society has conditioned men to be rough. Men go
through this too, but society would
probably look down on a man who
was abused by his wife or girlfriend. We need to be open-minded
to the message that this affects both
men and women."
Some people walked by the
clothesline as if it didn't exist while
others froze in their steps and read
the messages of the survivors and
victims that ranged from forgiveness to remembrance of those who

CSUSB students reading shir.~s Heated J o commemorate victims of violence·

did not survive.
"It's rea.l ly touching and sad. It
gives you hope to get your voice
out and to know that some people
have gone though this and survived," said CSUSB student Sarah
Tilley. "That they are brave enough
to speak and communicate through
the shirts is amazing because there
are a lot of people who want to ignore that this ever happened to
them."
CSUSB stUdent Marie! Valdez
pointed out one shirt that grabbed
her attention. The shirt read, "Lies
We Tell Ourselves," which included
messages such as, "If only I hadri't
made him so angry," or, "But I love
him ... "
"If it damages you physically,
how can it not damage you even
more emotionally?" Valdez asked.
"Abuse has a ripple effect because
it not only affects you but your parents, siblings, relatives and friends.
They don't want to see you get
hurt."
The WRC provided all the materials ·n eeded to make a shirt. ·
. The WRC accepted sh,irts from
both men and woman survivors and
victims of abuse a~·4well as fro!n
parents, siblings, re'latives, and anyone who would like to make a shirt
in memory of the victims and survivors.
"This year·we were only able
to put up a limited amount of shirts
bc;:cause the clothesline was not big
enough to hold every shirt we had,"
said Montoya.
Montoya said, "I look forward
to helping make this event bigger
next year because there is much to
be said and no words need to be

(Above)
Shirts created by victims and
•• :
survivors of emotional and
physical violence against
..
women, on display in the SantoS, ...
Manuel Student Union in bono ~
of the Clothesline Project.
: ::

. ...
~

"' :..,

(Left and Below)
Three examples out of the
roughly 100 shirts on display,
with messages that provide an
understanding of the emotions.
felt from abuse (Daniel
'
Aguilar/Chronicle).
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Every howl countS
ASI election ballots declare winners
.
~

Daniel Aguilar
Staff Writer
ver
a
thousand
CSUSB
students,
1,671 to be exact,
voted for the leaders that will represent the interests, needs, and concerns for over 17 thousand CSUSB
students ..
CSUSB's new Associated Student, Inc. (ASI) president for the
2008-2009 academic school year is
•
Jeremy Vasquez.
Vasquez won by 65 percent of
the votes with 1,095 ballots over
candidate Colin Hale's 567 ballots.
The executive vice president
of ASI will be determined in a
runoff between Natalia Carvajal
and Tyree Vance.
Carvajal had 610 ballots cast
with 3 8 percent of the votes and
Vance had 649 ballots cast with 40
percent of the votes.
"Let's say if three candidates
achieve less than 50 percent of the
votes, then a runoff will occur and
that will .be held this week," ASI
Executive Vice President Joe Martinez said.
The ASI runoffs for executive
vice president office will be held on
Wed., May 2 1 and Thurs., May 22

from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
The new vice president of University Affairs is Jessica Madrigal
who had 53 percent of the votes,
while vice president of Finance is
Jonathan Billinger.
Vice President of the Palm
Desert Campus is David Pomeroy.
The winner for the Board of
Directors (BOD) for the College of
Arts and Letters is Sana Ibrahim,
College ofNatural Science is Maureen Ramos, and College of Business and Public Administration is
Camille Thomas.
All CSUSB students with a
valid student ID or driver 's license
was welcome to cast a ballot during
the election.
Each poll booth provided students with pencils and information
on the candidates.
ASI hired several students to
run the election booths on May 14
and 15 from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
The time it took to vote ranged
from 15 seconds to one or two minutes.
"I am happy to see the participation from the students and see
how their vote is contributing to the
future of the campus," said CSUSB
student Chrissian Rose.
George Abriiliam, chair of the

ASI elections committee, counted
each vote after all the ballots were
cast, and submitted the results for ·
authorization. Afterwards, the
names of the winners were posted
on the ASI door inside the Santos
Manuel Student Union on Friday
.afternoon.
"It's good that they have more
competition this year because it
shows that more students are interested in bringing unity to the school
and it keeps the candidates on their
toes because there is no guaranteed
position," said CSUSB student
Lupita Gradilla.

l SU~B

students are
gettmg a colq and
yummy treat.
With recent heat and stress
from midterms and potential summer school plans, CSUSB 's Student Union Program Board (SUPB)
has provided a solution.
The SUPB invited students to
the Bay of the Santos Manuel Stu-

dent Union .for free ice cream, on
Tues., May 15 from 12:30-2:30
p.m.
The event provided students
with cold treats during their class
breaks on campus.
In addition to the ice cream,
the SUPB provided students with a
live DJ to play music.
SUPB also raffled off four gift
cards to places like Jamba Juice,
Baja Fresh, T.G.I. Fridays and
Olive Garden.
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Choose from a variety of progr,ams
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exactly 1.,671 student votes were
counted after the ASI elections
(Daniel Aguilar/Chronicle).

'Votes howl for cool treats
Viry Esquivel
Staff Writer

r•

,1'..1

CSUSB students had a good
time at the ice-cream social.
"I liked that it was an event to
encourage all CSUSB students to
be a little more involved with C!lmpus and come out and hang out,"
said CSUSB student Sandra
Orozco.
SUPB will be sponsoring more
ice cream socials every Tuesday between 12:30 p.m. and 2:30p.m. in
the Bay.

Athletic Training
• English
Counseling Psychology/MFT • Kinesiology
Counseling Ministry
• MBA
Education (mult. specializations) • MPA
Disability Studies (t:~Jm~ngsoonJ • Music
Forensic Psychology
• Nursing
Teaching and Administrative Credentials

~cbu
Rise above the ordinary!
Call CBU Graduate Admissions today

866.7676.CBU
www.calbaptist.edu/grad
\!
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Old foOd pyramid

·• Adlllts shed~ be
physically active for at
least 30 minutes
most clays of the
week, children for
60mnrtes.

•Emphasized
Nmits on fats.

oils and sweeu.

wtichwere
represented
as theq,
of the

•Sixty to90 minutes
of daily physical
activity may be
needed to pn!Wfrt

pyramid.

weight gain or

Oils
• Most fat shoUd be
from fish, ootsand

vegetable oils.

• Umit solid fats.

sudl as butter.

margarine or lard.

Grains

~
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~... •••

IMI.YAMOUNT

Fruits

Meat and beans

twf of aU grains c:oostJned Vir; the types of Eat avariety of fruits. Eat tow~fat or fat-ftee Eat lean cuts, seafood
should be whole grains. vegetables )'011 eat. Go easy on iuloes.
dairy products.
and beans. Avoid ftying.
6oz.
2.5 cups
2 eops
3 cups
5.5 oz.

. ..... . ......... . .........

administer the injection.
Ortho-Evra is a transdcrmal
patch that is thin, discrete and stays
rying bab_ies and dirty put. The patch is used in a threediapers may be the last weeks on, one week off cycle.
~ thing on a student's mind
The patch may leave an unduring a final exam.
sightly mark, but the mark does go
College students tend to worry away on its own eventually. The latabout other pressing fuiancial obli- est addition to the contraception
gations. However, the additional family is the Nuva ring. The ring
cost of raising a child today should only requires being changed once
be alarming enough to make any- every three weeks.
one's head turn.
The Nuva ring is a flexible ring
Safe sex and abstithat is inserted into the vagina and
nence have been ·
is also reported to b~ as effecpreached to us all
tive as the pill.
since at least junior
The ring
high.
is low in
The dangers
hormones,
of
sexually
so side-eftransmitted infects are
fections (STis)
usually
are
always
minimal.
brought to
with
our atten, many
adtion. While
vances
in
in college,
medicine there
many students are
are also procesexually active. The idea of
dures available
abstinence is usually not thought of.
for those who
Besides the infamous male
wish a more permacondoms, there are other forms of nent solution. More and more men
contraception. Birth control pills are now getting vasectomies.
have been around for about 40
"Do you know how much
years.
money I have saved on condoms?!"
Taking a pill everyday may not said CSUSB senior Gabriel Nava,
be accommodating for all. With the who decided to get a vasectomy at
hectic schedules of students, it can 18. "It is the best th ing I have ever
be easy to forget to take the pill.
done"
The pill is most effective if it is '
. Vasectomies cah range from
taken at the same time every day. $~00 to $1 ,000 and are covered by
Not to worry, if the idea of a daily many health insurance plans. Tubal
pill sounds like a hassle, there arc ligation for women does run higher
other options.
in price and is more pennanent.
Condoms are still the best way
Depo-Provera is a hormonal
injection and is taken once every to protect against STis and unthree months. Health care providers wanted pregnancies.
Maria Macias

Staff Writer

C
o

sustain weight
loss.

CATEGORY

Condoms aren't the
only option anymore

• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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• Keep eonsumption
of saturated fats,
trans fats and
sodium low.

• Clloose foods low
in added sugar.
Reeommertded nutt1ent
lntlkes .t 12-c.lorle
levels e;~n be found on
~

.
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The health center will offer a class next fall to teach obese students how to avoid becoming diabetic (Courtesy o~f the CSUSB health center).

New class to combat obesity
Kjmberly Knaak
S~affWriter

·, . ~- n America, 32.9 percent of
·•
adults are obese, according
~ to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).
The health center will be offering a two-unit health science course
in fall of 2008 for students whose
Body Mass Index (BM I) is 30 or
above.
The program will also help students at risk of becoming diabetic.
Students with a fa mily history
of diabetes may also want to look
into signing up for the class.

The health center would like to
recruit 180 students.
However, only 50 will end up
being in the program.
·
The program is intended to
help students lose weight through
exercise, a good nutrition plan and
stress management.
Students will be required to exercise three times a week for thirty
minutes in the fitness center and
meet with an instructor once a week
to check progress and talk about
any concerns.
Students will also be working
with an online nutrition program.
The class is eight weeks long,

but will not be offered in the class
schedule for fall quarter.
To sign up for the class, students will need to go to the health
center to pick up a flyer and a~k

Students will be
required to exercise
three times a week
about registration.
As of now, this class will only
be offered for fall2008 .
If the class is successful, the
health center administration will

explore the possibility of·'tiffering
the class again.
1
Last year, the he~lth center did
a study on the liUks to diabetes
through obesity.
The center chose to make this
class so that students with a problem or the possibility of a problem
in the future can be helped.
, There will also be contests and
activities for students to participate
in with more extra prizes.
For more information on the
BMI study or any other health concerns, the health center can be
reached by phone at (909) 5373296 or at healthcenter.csusb.edu.

Complete your teaching creden~al in as litde
be a paid intern teacher while you complete
The College of Education at California
Bernardino has progtatns in eteJlleJllW'V1·;Ji~PI
and special education.

Programs are
accredited at
national and
te levels

Abuse of prescription drugs by teenage Americans is more than three times higher today than it was 1.5
years ago (Elva Casas/Chronicle).
Elva Casas

Staff Writer
rescription drug abuse
by teens has increased
from 400,000 to 2 million over the last 15 y~ars, according to the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services.
The highest rate of illicit drug
use was among persons 18-25 who
account for about 41 percent of all
drug users, according to the National Survey on Drug Use and
Health.
The most common prescription
drugs being abused are tranquilizers, painkillers and stimulants,
which are the drug of choice 85 percent of the time.
These prescription drugs can
have minor to severe effects on a
person's central nervous system and
can lead to addiction.
"My family has had problems
with prescription drugs. My cousin

injured his back at work and he was
prescribed pain killers," said
CSUSB
Sophomore·
Karina
Murillo, "He became dependent on
the pills and when he wasn't being
prescribed them he would get them
from other people."
"Millions of Americans benefit
from the tremendous scientific
achievements represented by modem pharmaceutical products," said
John Walters, Director of National
Drug Control Policy. " When
abused, some prescription drugs
can be as addictive and dangerous
as illegal street drugs."
In 2007, 2.7 percent of 8th
graders, 7.2 percent of lOth graders
and 9.6 percent of 12th graders qad
abused Vicodin, according to the
N ational Institute of Drug Abuse
(NIDA).
Youth who use other drugs are
more likely to abuse prescription
medications.
About 63 percent of youth who

Reach a larger audience!
dvertise with us online!
Check out:
.coyotechronicle.com

had used prescription drugs nonmedically in the past year had also
used marijuana in the past year,
compared with 17 percent of youth
who had not abused prescription
drugs in the past year, according to
NIDA.
Men and women have roughly
similar rates of non-medical use of
prescription drugs ..An exception is
found among 12 to 17-year-olds.
In this age group, young
women are more likely than young
men to abuse psychotherapeutic
drugs.
Women are 55 percent more
Likely to be prescribed narcotics and
anti-anxiety drugs.
"Health care providers, pharmacists and family should be alert
to the potential for prescription
drug misuse, abuse and dependence," said Health and Human
Services Secretary Michael Leavitt.
"They should address prescription
drug misuse honestly and directly
with their patients or loved ones
when they suspect it. People in
need should be encouraged to seek
help for drug problems and if
needed, enter treatment."
"My cousins' addiction hurt
the whole family, but now he is in
rehab getting the help he needs,"
said Murillo. "His addiction did
make my fami ly members and I
more aware of the potential prob.lems there are with prescription
drugs.
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George·'Dubya' Bush:
Steve Morel
Staff Writer

0

Emile Hirsch stars in the new feature film, "Speed R acer" (Cour tesy of Warner Bros. Pictures).

'Speed Racer' is all flash
Ken Dilla rd
Copy Editor
peed Racer is as packed
with visual exhilaration
as it is lacking in emotion. Fortunately for writer/directors Larry and Andy Wachowski,
it's so much flash and fun that its
shortcomings don't seem to matter.
Set in an indeterminate retrofuture, "Speed Racer" is a visual
smorgasbord of day-glo colors and
campy dialogue.
The race scenes are computergenerated orgies of neon and flashing lights. Cars flip, spin, cartwheel
and explode over roller-coaster
tracks that defy the laws of physics.
You can't always tell exactly
what you're looking at, but the
overall effect of the races is
thrilling, even if the 'gee-whiz' dialogue and transparent plot leaves
you cold- and it will.
The dialogue for Speed (Emile

S

Hirsch), Mom and Pops (Susan
Sarandon and John Goodman),
Speed's girlfriend Trixie (Christina
Ricci) and little brother Spritle
(Paulie Litt) is stiff and campy.
The talented cast does what
they can with the material, but they
could havt< easily been replaced by
no-names off of the street. Make no
mistake; the real stars of this film
are talented nerds in im office
somewhere.
The look of the film is eyepopping. The colors are super-rich
and unnaturally bright.
It feels like the inside of an
out-of-control candy factory.
The brothers Wachowski cut
scenes with radical wipes and sliding close-ups. They don't mind ruining the continuity of a scene if
they can get one more radical transition in there.
As a result, the plot suffers.
The story is straight out of the cartoon-cliche universe.

When Speed wins a big race,
he is approached by tiber-rich industrialist Royalton (Roger Allam)
who offers the hotshot a contract.
Speed decides to spurn sponsorship
and stick with his family.
Of course, Royalton vows to
get even with Speed which pits our
hero a.nd some new friends (including Matthew Fox of "Lost" as
Racer X) against Royalton's team
of thugs on a grueling cross-country rally race.
The film hinges on a traditional staple of American culture:
corporate sponsors are bad, independence is good.
This noble goal is somewhat
foiled by the fact that the movie itself has been produced by a corporation and that all of the cars use
Yokohama tires.
The moral themes are weak
(and not supported by the makers of
the film) and the plot is transparent.
At least it's cool to look at.

tied "W."
Although Stone says the movie
will be based on fact, there are ru~
mors the film will be slanted, according to Variety.
Stone is not new to directing
controversial films about presidents
-- he was behind both "JFK" and
"Nixon" -- but this film is the first
presidential biopic to be released
while the president is in office.
"We don't really know much
about Mr. Bush beyond the controlled images we've been allowed
to see on TV. This movie's taking a
bold stab at looking behind that curtain," Stone told Variety, "I'm real
pleased that Lionsgate has the independence necessary to bring this
provocative story to (in American
audience."
Because of the independence
of the production company, Stone is
allowed to be more creative with

Upcoming Summ~r TourS
Victoria Garcia
StaffWriter

The British-native singers
collaboration with proven
hip-hop successes is a hit
on the Billboard charts.

Melanie Hunter
Assistant A&E Editor
tep aside Lauryn Hill
and Erykah Badu, Estelle is making her way
to America.
The British singer released her
sophomore album, "Shine," on
April29.
The album includes 12 tracks
of hip-hop, pop, soul and reggae.
"Shine" includes collaborations with Kanye West, Wyclef
Jean, John Legend, Mark Ronson,
Cee-Lo of Gnarls Barkly and Swizz
Beats.
"American Boy," featuring
Kanye West, hit number one on the
UK singles chart on March 23 and
is slowly making its way up American charts. ...
This song is an up-beat dance
number that would appropriately be
heard in night clubs.
According to Nielsen Sound-,
scan, "~merican Boy" is slowly
climbing the rhythmic Top 40
Chart.
The song is the album's leadoff single, and sounds nothing like
the music currently on the radio,
which is probably the reason for its
turtle-like ascent up the American
pop charts.

Estelle's album "Shine" is in stores now (Courtesy of Home School
Records).
Nevertheless, the song is fun
lyrically and illustrates a relaxed
mood.
West created the very GiorgioModero-style sample for "American Boy."
The best track on the album is
"Come Over," an example of a
mixed genre song that actually
works.
Her tone of voice sounds fitting for the typical R&B track, but
with the reggae beat drops, it makes
the song that much more enjoyable.
The lyrics exploit her desire for
her guy to go over so she can give
him what he deserves.
"Wait a Minute (Just a Touch)"
is the second single that has been
released on the album.
The video features her label
boss and CEO of Home School
Records, John Legend.
The song was produced by
Will.i.Am, who is also featured on
the track.
Will.i.Am channels West's
sampling tendencies with a vocal
sample of Keith Sweat's "Just a
Touch."
EsteUe brings a certain freshness to a song that's as dated as a
metallic jumpsuit in a new jack
swing video.
On this song, Estelle does a
good job blending her abilities to
.)

;

his summer will offer
phenomenal tours from
musicians such as Tina
Turner and Coldplay.
_ For the first time in eight years,
Turner is coming out to visit 17
cities across the U.S. and Canada.
At 68 years old, Turner still
knocks fans out of their seats as she
continues her career after the duet
of "Proud Mary" she performed at

UK's
Estelle is
coming to
America

Adrianna Menchaca
Staff Writer

liver Stone will be
filming a biopic about
George W. Bush enti-

the story.
This is why many fear the story
may be slanted.
The biopic won't just focus on
Bush's presidency. The film will be
based on important parts of his life,
including his father's term in the
White House.
According to Entertainment
Weekly, the script includes a scene
with Bush flying a plane while
under the influence of alcohol.
In another scene, a 26-year-old
Bush drives drunk to his parents
house and yells insults at his father.·
Stone claims that every scene
in "W" is based on information Josh Brolin stars as Pr esident
from published books on Bush.
Bush in "W" (Courtesy of
Many of the books may have www.ew.com)
been written by disgruntled former
Bush staff members, according to tray Bush as incompetent.
Brolin is a Democrat and the
Entertainment Weekly.
The role of George W. Bush son of James Brolin, who has the
will be played by Josh Brolin, who same political beliefs.
Josh Brolin's step mother_ (s
recently gained notoriety for his
work in the Academy Award win- Barbra Streisand, who is known tor
ning film, "No Country for Old voicing her political opinions. :
The film is set to be released
Men."
Some worry that Brolin's po- Oct. 17, three weeks before the Nolitical stance will lead him to por- vember elections.

both sing and rap.
"Substitute Love" reinvents
reggae artists Gregory Isaacs' "Substitute Lover.·~
In this song, Estelle explains
she is done being a substitute love.
"But you told me lies/you
made me give my heart away /but
now I know the games you play/so
I'm through with you."
Her thick British accent be- •
comes. endearing over the familiar
reggae tune.
According
to
Billboard,
"Shine" is number six on the Top
R&Bihip-hop albums chart.
"Shine" is far from a mainstream pop/hip-hop album.
The album is creative and original with various influenced
sounds.
During an 'i nterview
'ilikemusic,' Estelle said her previous record label was asking her to
do silly things.
After departing from her previous record label, Estelle kept in
touch with Legend after working
with him on her first album,
"Records," which is distributed by
Atlantic.
While Estelle's voice doesn't
have ~e raspy, yet soothing tone of
Hill's or the swagger ofBadu 's, her
album is still fresh in its own
unique way.

T

the Grammys with Beyonce.
Turner said after her recent
Grammy appearance fans have
been begging her to go back on
tour.
Turner's tour will begin in
Kansas City on Oct. 1 and end in
Montreal, Canada on Dec. 8.
On Oct. 13 and 14, Turner will
make appearances in Southern California at the Staples Center in Los
Angeles and the Honda Center in
Anaheim.
Coldplay has recently an-

nounced their upcoming tour that
will start June 29. The "Viva La
Vida Tour" will debut in Philadelphia.
.
Coldplay will do one show for
free at Madison Square Garden in
New York.
Madonna will also make a
sp~sh with her "Sticky and Sweet
Tour".
Acts also hitting the road this
summer are Radiohead, Backstreet
Boys, American Idols Live and Boy
George.
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Poetry and expression
CPR gave students the
chance to .express themselves.
Viry Esquivel
Staff Writer

Dr. Larry Burgess spoke to students about preserving California's history (Gabrielle Mays/Chronicle).

J{eeping
state
history
.
~

Burgess is a graduate from the
University of Redlands. One day he
read a letter by Abraham LincolJ:l
an Bernardino was built defending emancipation.
The Jetter was written over 140 ·
on history.
years ago and it lead him on a path
It all started in the 19th century to value history.
Burgess' main concern is the
when the Spanish missionaries depreservation of history in a digital
~ided to settle on grazed land.
•_: Once they inhabited the land, world.
The history of California is
!!ley began to convert Native Amervery popular among collectors.
i-cans.
"Many things we see today in
: ~ The pioneers came and sponour
local
museums were donated
~~red rodeos and horse races. The
from
people,"
Burgess said. "If we
tlty began to expand with the introdidn't have donors, we wouldn't
a~ction of railroads.
: .. ' In 1853, part of East Los An- have a collection of history."
g~Jes broke and formed into San
Another concern
for Burgess
/
was how people today throw more
~mardif!O County.
- Dr. Larry Burgess, director of things away than they save.
Redlands' A.K. Smiley Library,
He brought up a time when
spoke on the challenges and suc- two sanitation workers brought in a
cesses of saving local history.
,scrapbook.

Gabrielle Mays
siaJJWriter

.-

.

When the men separated the
trash, they noticed a few scrapbooks.
The books looked important,
so they took them to Burgess' office
at the library.
As soon as Burgess opened the
books, he found they were collections from the first pioneers of Redlands.
As the old saying goes, one
man's trash is another's treasure .
In 20 years disks it will become a difficult task retrieving anything stored on disks because they
will be obsolete.
Today, pieces from the past
can be seen only because someone
saved them.
"Local history is an ongoing
vital process and it's so important,"
said Burgess. "People forget they're
making it."

orne students find it
hard to really express
how they feel.
CSUSB's Commencing Poetic
Revelations (CPR) gave over
twenty students the chance to express how they felt, ranging from
poems to playing the piano to performing a rap.
On Wed., May 14, several
CSUSB students participated in
CPR's annual "Express Yourself'
event, hosted by Timothy Evans
and Ebony Miles and held in the
Santos Manuel Student Union Theater from 8-9:30 p .m.
CSUSB students really enjoyed the performances.
"CPR really seems like an underground social organization that
proves that there is more to Cal
State than going to class and ~hen
going home," said CSUSB student
/
Cris Babb.
"The poetry style; and subjects
were very diverse, which gave
all students the chance to
show their talents and hobbies
to a live audience."
The show began with a rap by
CSUSB student'- Mike One', whose
lyrics came from Whitney Hous.ton's "Heartbreak Hotel."
Mike One's performance really
got the crowd singing along.
Soon after, Sequel and Black
Rose performed a duet performance, as Sequel rallied the crowd to
chant, "I love love."
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After some students had ex- joyed Amaya's rendition of "Bed"
pressed themselves through rap- by J. Holiday, "Lollipop" by Lil'
ping, Miss C. C. "Lady Poetist" Wayne, and "Make Love in this
went on stage and performed a love Club" by Usher, all on the piano.
poem about unJames
derstanding any"Chjp" Fuk:azawa
followed Amaya,
thing
and
everything in life.
as he took to the
Shot
stage and recited
Dre
a poem about
changed the tone
of the event with .,._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, giving up · on

''The poetry styles
and subjects were
very diverse...

his own rap performance. His repetjtive phrase,
"That's just my swag,•• had everyone off their seat.
One of the performances that
everyone really liked was when
Mark Amaya played the piano.
"Give me an iPod with any
song, and I could play it on the
piano,"
said
Amaya.
The au-
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someone
and
about a girl that was really close to
him who intentionally cut herself.
Young Pop and the Infamous
G-Unit, two rappers, ended the
show with a their own verses that
had students singing along.
There was a positive turnout to
the CPR event.
As the mood of the performances changed throughout the event, the crowd
enjoyed every single mo-
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Apple not so golden
Robert Gramer
Staff Writer

E

ve ate the apple. William
Tell shot an apple from
his son's head with a sin-

- .
gle shot.
At CSUSB, we award the
Golden Apple to teachers of distinction.
I took a bite into the Golden
Apple rules and regulations and my
teeth fell out.
The guidelines seem fair, except for one thing that caught my
eye.
Section 3.2.4 states that nominees shall have been full-time instructional faculty members at the
university for at least six years and
have contributed to the stature 0f
the institution.
I was upset. Some of the best
teachers I've had here at CSUSB
are part-timers. Without their brilliance, my educational experie!lce
would not have been as spectacular.
According to a CSUSB Office

of Institutional Research report, in
the fall of2007 there were 467 fulltime instructors and 546 part-time
instructor.
This means that about 55 percent of instructors are eliminated
from even being eligible for the
award.
I don't want to take away from
the full-time instructors who have
won the award.
l,' m sure they have been exceptional.
Regardless, I know unquestionably and with absolute fact that
there are plenty of amazing parttime faculty members.
They should be eligible for
some award, if not the Golden
Apple.
There must be some way that
the committee who decides on all
this can come up with a more inclusive yardstick since it is apparent that part-time teachers make up
a majority of the faculty.
It may be in higher education
circles and academia that fellow

2 Model Homes for Sale!! Great Investment Opportunity!!
Affordab1e luxury condos located in the heart of East Highland Ranch
and prestigious Redlands Unified School District. 1,382 & 1,531 Sq. Ft
with 3 bedrooms, 2 V, baths. Community amenities include 2 clubhouse,
Swimming pool, tennis and basketball courts, scenic mile-long trails,
parks, lake, playground and more. Minutes away from Universities,
medical center, hospital, County of San Bernardino Government offices,
Country Clubs and the San Bernardino National Forest.
No Mello Roos! Price at

$299,000 Caii909-4S9-9900

professors are judged by their peers.
In reality, the students are the
ones w ho really understand their
excellence'.
Students are the ones who have
to go out into the world and show
what we've learned.
My teachers •have shown me
that a good attitude, knowledge and
hard work lead to success.
Success isn' t always about
how much money you earn or how
much power you have.
Success is knowing yourself
and how to make your life have
purpose.
Now, there's a Golden Apple.
The Golden Apple award
should be available to all teachers. I
hope they review the part-time faculty policy.
Maybe have one award for
full-time and one for part-time instructors.
In fact, instructors' part-time
status may not even be their own
choice.
By default they are excluded,
more hours doesn' t necessarily lead
to more brilliance.
People should speak up if they
agree, students, parents, teachers or
even faculty included.
- How do you feel .knowing your
favorite teacher is ineligible to win
a prestigious teaching award?
If yo~ don' t think that's fair,
speak up.
Isn't it smarter .for all teachers
to be eligible to win the Golden
Apple or at least have some teaching award for excellence?
It would motivate them to be at
their best always, instead of feeling
counted out.
When part-timers are excluded, we all lose. Bite that!

Robert Gramer takes a bite out of the Golden Apple award that leaves out half of the University's fac-·
ulty (Courtesy of Eric Thompson).

Parents tO blame, not marketing

Parents try to put the blame on target marketing for their children 's
obesity, but they are at fault (Courtesy of caglecartoons.com).

Lauren Padia
Staff Writer
i he rate of childhood
obesity is climbing and
parents are finding
every excuse possible to take blame
off of themselves.
Condemnation has thus been
directed towards corporations.
Some argue for instance that it is
unethical for cereal companies to
target children when marketers
know that their sugary product is
unhealthy and will make children
obese.
I beg to differ.
Sure, it is true that there are
large amounts of sugar and minuscule nutrition in children 's cereals
and snacks.
The companies have even created kid-friendly cartoon characters
to make their food more attractive
and tempting for children. For example, Tony the Tiger sells Frosted
Flakes, Buzz the Bee sells Honey
Nut Cheerios, the Trix Rabbit,
Lucky the Leprechaun, Count
Chocula or Snap Crackle and Pop
each sell different brands of cereal.
The list of promotional characters is staggering.
Even the Flintstones have
made appearances for Fruity Pebbles.
Such animated characters don't

just promote cereals, they sell all
sorts of snacks.
Ch ester the Cheetah sells
Cheetos for instance.
If snack and cerea l cartoon
characters were to start their own
country, Ronald M cDonald would
be king .
His face is recognized by 96
percent of children world-wide; according to www.adagc.com.
Obviously tb.e use of cartoon
characters to sell cereal or snacks
does not appeal to adults.
Cereal and snack companies
know this type of marketing will
catch children 's eyes and make
them want to buy their product, or
have their parents buy it for them.
But here is the catch - children are not the ones buying the
food. Parents are.
While children may not know
what types of foods are healthiest,
most adults do.
The argu ment that cereal and
snack companies are at fault for
manufacturing unhealthy products
and targeting them to kids is a copout on parents' part.
It is easier for parents to g ive
in to their children and buy fattening foods than it is for them to deal
with tantrums.
If parents were more in-tune to
what is best for their kids, they
would be reading food labels and

deciding for themselves exactly
what they should or should not feed
their children.
With the current popularity of
all-natural, organic, trans-fat-free
and healthier diets, one would have
to be living ufi'der a rock on Pluto to
be uniriformed about the ingred ients of fattening foods .
·Trying to ban sugary foods that
· are intentionally ·targeted to young
children takes the responsibility for
children 's obesity away from parents ahd puts blame on a thirdparty.
Another contributing factor to
childhood obesity is the laziness
that seems to be so common 'among
today's youth.
Most adults will tell you that
after-school .activities "back in the
day" meant sports like baseball and
football with other neighborhood
kids.
Try un-gluing most children
ftom their computer games or Xboxes today and it is bound to be a
struggle.
If parents would be bigger advocates of vigorous leisure activities, rather than throw their children
in front of a TV, that box of Lucky
Charms or bag of Cheetos might
have a chance of being burned off
or not eaten at alL
There are many practices of
poor parenting that contribute to
childhood obesity, and )Jllless the
CEO of Frosted Flakes is the one
buying food and feeding your children, parents have no excuse.
The combination of poor diet
and lack of exercise is lethal.
This can be seen in the rising
rate of obesity and diabete~ in children in the U.S.
Eating habits are learned during childhood, and parents are the
ones setting the examples and standards for their children's health.
Marketing can influence a targeted group of p eople, but at the
end of the day, it is still the individual consumers who control what
they consume.
Only parents have the power
to make an informed decision and
simply say no.
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CSUSB

aquatics
looks for
lifeguards
FeShea McLaughlin
Staff Writer

W

ith tuition costs on
the rise, students
can now earn some
cash and get a sun tan at the same
time.
The CSUSB Recreation center
is hiring' lifeguards to supervise the
pool this summer.
Although the position does include sitting by the pool, the responsibilities are vital.
Duties include rescuing pool
users in distress, administering
CPR if necessary and maintaining
the maximum degree of preventive
caution, according to the REC center website.
Lifeguards will be responsible
for overlooking all activities and
free swims that are in the pool.
Melissa Nicks, a lifeguard for
'CSUSB, says that lifeguarding opportunities are available to all stu'dents.
In order to qualify to lifeguard
at CSUSB, applicants need a CPR
certificate and certification in lifeguard/advanced life saving.
Nicks said these certificates
can be obtained through the American Red Cross or CSUSB.
"I know on campus we sometimes offer training. The Recreation
Center is offering lifeguard trai~ing
!or·a price of $100 for CSUSB students. It is a really good price. At.
other places it is $150."
The dates for lifeguard training
are held on May 23-25 and May 30June I .
The training is provided
through the American Red Cross.
Non-CSUSB students can participate in the training for $150165.

"A student can
· apply before they
go through
train ing '~
"A student can apply before
they go through training," Nicks
said. "They can say they want to
participate in lifeguard training and
contact Kari Brandt (Aquatics Sulpervisor) and let her know they
wish to apply."
Not only can students get a job
at CSUSB, they will be certified in
CPR and be qualified to work as a
. lifeguard in other pools that are hiring.
Nicks s~id that during the summer, lifeguards can anticipate any;
where from 20-40 hours per week.
Compensation is $8.50- 14.00 per
hour. Lifeguarding is. not reserved
for work study students.
To be considered for employment, a student has to have a current G.P.A of 2.0 or higher, and be
enrolled in a minimum of six units
at CSUSB.
For more information, visit
csusbrecsports.com/employment or
visit the Recreation Center for an
application.

A sign located at the campus
pool (Justin Delos Reyes/Chronicle).
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Love of the game
Justin Delos Reyes
Staff Writer

S

enior softball player
Nicole Camarena has
never hoisted a championship trophy above her head.
Nor has she been given a
championship ring to commemorate her team's success.
But,
trophies,
medals, plaques and
rings do not determine
the heart
of

ball player or the love she has for
the game.
When the Coyotes lost to
Humb.oldtI State in the 2008 NCAA
Division II West Region Softball
tournament, Camarena was at
peace even though it was the final
game of her collegiate career.
"I don't have a ClF ring or any
other championships like some of
my teammates," said Camarena.
"Making it to the regional is all I
ever wanted."
Camarena said she will never
forget the day she and her teammates discovered they earned a spot
in the West Region tournament.
A few hours after playing in
the CCAA championship game in
Arcata, Calif., the girls received a
call from their coach Tacy Duncan
while they walked to a nearby
Dollar Tree store.
"Coach called and said
'We're in!' and everybody
started screaming in front
of the Dollar Tree," said
Camarena, "Then the tears
started coming and I began
to cry because I felt so accomplished that we made
it."

Nicole Camarena has helped the team reach regiooals for the first
time in the school's history (Courtesy ofwww.title9guy.com).

Baseball games
Scott Heaton
OpjEd & Health Science Editor

P

rofaoity, drunkenness
and offensiveness in the
cheap seats ruin professional baseball games.
Remember, it is just a game.
Baseball was made for every one to
have a good time.
Baseball games can be a great
spectator event, but they can be ruined by inconsiderate fans.
Fans that run onto the field, use
excessive bad language and fight
Nicole Camarena reflects on the season and the accomplishments
with others in the stands take the
that were made (Justin Delos Reyes/Chronicle).
fun out of the game for everyone
else.
Camarena has dedicated her games in 2007. In 46 appearances,
"The lack ofrespect from the
life to softball, so her te~s of joy she had seven home runs, 24 hits fans is ruining the experience of the
came as no surprise.
game," said Curtis Chen, a Los Anand 17 runs scored.
She was inspireli to play softShe emerged as a vocal leader geles Dodger fan, "Jts only about
ball at the age of seven after she on the team in 2008 and improved 10 percent of the fans that act that
watched her older brother, Eric, her stats from the previous year. way, but going to a game to hear the
play baseball for Hesperia Chris- She recorded 14 home-runs, 58 f-bomb so much, really takes away
hits, 44 RBI and from the game."
tian. From the
age of 14 to 19,
33 runs scored
But there is hope. Restoring ,
by
the
end
Camarena
of
the
basic
civility at the ballpark can be
"Making it to the
played travel
obtained if the fans· take proper
season.
regional is all/
ball for Joe SzyAccording to Ca- steps.
ever wanted."
bonya's High
' If you have never attended a
maren~, she and
her teammates baseball game or aren't sure how to
Desert
Heat
team. Szybonya
had to work hard act at one (actually, even if you
encouraged Camarena to play soft- to gain respect from the CCAA and think you know how to act at one),
here are some helpful tips on how
ball at the collegiate level.
her peers at CSUSB.
"We' ve always been · over- to behave at professional baseball
Camarena played two seasons
for Victor Valley College where she looked," said Camarena, "But I said games, in order of importance:
l. Cheer loud and often for
was a tearit captain and a recipient if we put in the work now it would
pay off later."
of the "Rams Heart" award.
your team. The best games are
Camarena was a workaholic in when the crowd is loud and into the
According to the Victor Valley
College athletics website, the award practice and a fearless competitor game. If you lose your voice, then it
is given to players who show dedi- on the field. She said she never felt was a good game.
2. There is no need to yell at
cation, inspiration and team leader- vulnerable in the batter's box or as
a catcher behind the plate.
the other team. This is usually when
ship.
Whenever she and her team- the profanity starts to escalate.
Camarena had not thought
about playing for the Coyotes until mates were down, she often picked Cheer for your team, not against the
she met, and was recruited by, for- them up by yelling, "be deter- opposing team.
mer CSUSB softball head coach mined!"
3. Keep the cheering kidCamarena hopes to become a friendly, do not curse.
Dawn Castaneda.
4. You are a grown up (1 hope),
Camarena was a redshirt for kindergarten teacher or a softball
let a kid have the foul ball or home
the Coyotes in 2006 but started 40 coach at CSUSB in the future.
run if it comes your way.
Not only will you feel good for
making it a memorable experience
for a kid, but you won't look like a
jerk in front of everyone else. If
spot in a closely-contested tourna- nell played steady golf, parring all you're old enough to drive, you're
ment. Burke improved from his 72 the holes on the back nine and the too old to bring your ·g love.
5. Talking trash to other fans
on opening day to a one-under-par first three holes on the front, but
69 Thursday to finish 36 holes at made a string of three straight bo- can be fun, but remember you're
141 - one over par.
geys at the fourth, fifth and sixth not on the team. Fighting or getting
Burke made all pars on the holes.
worked up is not an option.
Sophomore Joe Alldis slipped
back nine and was even through
6. Do not refer to the team as
three holes on the front when he from 74 to a 77 on Thursday to "we." You didn't do anything, the
suffered a bogey at the fourth hole. place 94th at 151. Senior Bill Clay- . team did. Don't say "we hit a home
He got back to even with a birdie ton shot his second consecutive 80 run," because you didn't have anytwo on the 223-yard, par-3 seventh for a non-scoring total of 160. The thing to do with it.
7. Don't get too excited for the
hole and closed out his roUnd with fifth highest score is dropped in
a birdie at No. 9, a 409-yard, par 4. team scoring in collegiate golf.
hot dog race, it's supposed to be for
Senior Dane Bagnell improved
The weather in Houston calls the kids.
by one shot Thursday with a 73 but for continued cloudiness with pos8. Be knowledgeable. You
is tied for 69th spot with a two-day sible thunderstorm activity on Fri- don't have to know every nuance of
the game, but nothing is more emtotal of 147 - seven over par. Bag- day and high humidity.
barrassing when you hear someone
yell, "Touchdown!" after a home

Golf's pursuit of championship
Courtesy of
csusbathletics.com
ophomore Gene. Webster Jr. matched his
opening round of 69
Thursday to move within one shot
of the lead at the 2008 NCAA Division II National Golf Championship on a warm, humid day at
Memorial Park Golf Course.
Webster's second straight 69
came while playing in the same
threesome with 36-hole co-leader
Jude Estaquio of Florida Southern
who came back to earth with a 74
Thursday after a sizzling 63 on
Wednesday. Estaquio and West
Florida's Kyle Scott are tied at 137
- three under par for the tournament.
Meanwhile, the Coyotes improved their Wednesday score by
one shot on Thursday but lost
ground in the team standings, slipping from 14th to 15th spot with a
36-hole total of 577, 18 shots behind the second round leader Georgia College and State University.
CSUSB can make up some
ground in a hurry on Friday if the
team performs well since they are
only eight shots out of seventh spot
and 10 shots out of fourth place.
The 72-hole tournament over
the 7,158-yard course that hosted
the PGA Tour's Houston Open for
12 yearsfrom 1951 to l963 endson
Saturday.
Webster: a graduate of Arroyo

Valley High School in San
Bernardino, played the back nine
first in the morning hours on a day
that was cloudy with temperatures
in the mid-70s to low-80s and humidity around 80 percent.
He bogeyed No. 11, a 238-yard
par-3, then got back to even for the
day with a birdie at the 473 -yard
par-4 12th hole and finished the inward nine with pars. On the front
side, he birdied the 388-yard, par-4
sixth hole and parred the rest to finish at 69.
Not far behind is Coyotes junior Micah Burke who is just four
shots off the lead but tied for 19th

run.

T his has been the team's third appearance in the championship (ph oto courtesy of Robert Whitehead).

..

9. Don't block people's view;
no one likes the guy .who stands up
for no reason.
10. Participate in the wave.
One of baseball's greatest traditions
is for all the fans to do the wave.
11. At least stand up for the
seventh inning stretch. You don't
have to sing, but don't judge other
people for singing. It is yet another
great tradition of baseball, don't
ruin it for others.
12. Have fun. Baseball games
can be an affordable way to have a
good time.
If you're someone who likes
the more laid-back crowd, then
Angel stadium is the place to go.
However, if you want the loud
and crazy crowd, then Dodger stadium is the place for you.

